
Math 309 - Dr. Miller - Topics List for Final Exam, Spring 2018 - Wednesday, May 9, 1:00-3:00 pm

Prepare for the exam by studying the listed tasks with reference to this semester’s materials, reading, etc.

Systems of Equations: (Convert easily between system, matrix equation, vector equation, augmented matrix.)

1. Recognize, create systems or matrices that have/lack certain combinations of features. When asked, tell
how we see those features in your examples.

(a) Features include: consistent/inconsistent, number of variables vs. equations/rows vs. columns,
homogeneous, no/one/infinitely many solutions, free/lead variables, specific solutions/solution sets,
coefficient vs. augmented matrix, RREF/EF/neither, particular row/column entries.

(b) Some creations or combinations of features may be impossible - prepare to explain why.

(c) Systems must show EQUATIONS, but you may refer to matrices/properties when explaining.

2. Solve given systems by hand or with technology as allowed. As asked, give solution lists or sets in correct
notation (including set-builder for infinite sets, and empty set notation).

3. Given an EF or RREF augmented or coefficient matrix, interpret solutions to a related system.

Linear Combinations, Spanning, and Linear Independence:

1. Use the phrase “linear combination” to explain informally what it means for one vector to belong to the
span of others, for a set to span Rn, for a set of vectors to be linearly independent/dependent.

2. Determine whether a specific vector is a linear combination of others/belongs to their span or not. Justify.

3. Be aware of when you can write the same vector as more than one linear combination, and do so.

4. Tell whether a given set of vectors spans a particular Rn. Justify.

5. Determine whether a given set of vectors is independent or not. Justify/explain. Short-cuts allowed.

6. Find relationships on coordinates of an arbitrary vector that force it to be in the span of certain others.

7. Given an EF or RREF coefficient matrix, interpret what it says about spanning Rn or independence.

Matrices: Chem-balancing and network flow applications are NOT on the exam.

1. Perform and label row operations by hand when asked, including finding REF or RREF.

2. Recognize, create, explain matrices that have/lack certain combinations of features:

(a) Features include: dimensions, REF/RREF, square, diagonal, upper/lower triangular, transpose, ele-
mentary, singular, invertible, row-equivalent, can/can’t be added/multiplied, do/don’t commute.

(b) Some creations or combinations of features may be impossible - prepare to explain why.

(c) Matrices REQUIRE square brackets; determinants use bars.

3. Know/use notation: entries, inverse, identity matrix, 0-matrix, transpose.

4. Confirm that two matrices are inverses, including with abstract entires a, b, c, etc.

5. Perform arithmetic (A + B, A − B, AB, αA, An, AT ) on given matrices; know when it’s impossible.

6. Predict information about B when given A and AB, as in p.102-103 Problems #7, 8, 12, 17-21.

7. Know, use algebraic rules for matrix arithmetic (Associative, Distributive, etc.). Beware (AB)T , (AB)−1.

8. Memorize formula for a 2 × 2 inverse; find larger A−1 or determine impossible by augmenting against I .

9. Find a correctly ordered sequence of elementary matrices that demonstrates row equivalence.

10. Find the inverse of a given elementary matrix, including from just a verbal description of its row operation.

11. Master Invertible Matrix Theorem for use in explanations about features of square matrices (as on p.117).

12. Use A−1 or a GIVEN LU-factorization to solve a given system or matrix equation.

13. FINDING an LU-factorization - however, you may still need to USE one, or discuss what it means

Determinants: Be able to use cofactor expansions and short-cuts: 2× 2, 3× 3, triangular, elementary.

1. Given a sequence of row reductions leading to the EF of a matrix, find the determinant of the original.

2. Compute the determinant of a given matrix by hand when asked. You may use formulas or visuals.

3. Know, use determinant shortcuts for: diagonal/triangular matrix, row/column of zeros, identical row/columns..

4. Know and use the relationships for det(AB), det(A−1), det(AT ), det(E) for elementary matrices, det(A)
after a row operation, that detA 6= 0 if and only if A−1 exists.

5. Explain in 2-3 sentences how Cramer’s Rule works; apply it in a partial situation.



6. Find the dimension of Nul(A), rank of a matrix; state the Rank-Nullity Theorem; explain why it is true.

Definition of Vector Space, Subspace: Abstract operations will NOT be on the exam.

1. List some of the ten conditions required in the definition of vector space, when asked by name or by type
(scalar mult vs. vector addition).

2. List the conditions necessary to be a subspace. Name the two most commonly used subspaces.

Bases, Subspaces: Know standard bases, dimensions of familiar vector spaces Rn, Mm,n(R), P, Pn.

1. Decide whether a given set is a basis for a particular vector space. Justify formally/informally as allowed.

(a) Informal: describe why no vector in the set can be created from the others

(b) Informal: show a specific dependency relationship.

(c) Informal: note that the dimension of V doesn’t equal the number of vectors given.

(d) Informal: describe certain vectors in V that CANNOT be created from the given set.

(e) Formal: Create an n×n matrix and row reduce to determine spanning and independence (a la IMT).

2. Find a basis for each of the following: (Know, understand definitions of each subspace!)

(a) the null space of a given (real) matrix A

(b) the column space of a given (real) matrix A

(c) Span(S) when given S - prepare for me to require a SUBSET of S

(d) Kernel of a given linear transformation

(e) Image L(S) of a given linear transformation and subspace S

(f) Eigenspace associated to a specific eigenvector of a given matrix

Eigen-things:

1. Know, understand definitions of eigenvalue, eigenvector, including the issue of 0 vs. ~0.

2. Confirm whether a specific vector is an eigenvector; note the associated eigenvalue.

3. Find the characteristic polynomial or characteristic equation for a given matrix. (Know the difference!)

4. Find the eigenvalues for a given matrix; give their algebraic multiplicities.

(a) Be able to use short-cuts for triangular matrices, for non-invertible matrices.

5. Know the relationship between geometric and algebraic multiplicity, especially for the number 1.

6. Find a basis for the eigenspace associated with a specific eigenvalue.

7. Know that eigenvectors associated with distinct eigenvalues are linearly independent.

8. Explain in 2-3 lines the technique for finding eigenvalues and WHY it works.

9. Know, understand defn of similar/diagonalizable matrices; determine whether given A, B, and P work.

10. Know that similar matrices have the same determinant and characteristic polynomial; justify why.

11. Know how multiplicities can help us predict whether a matrix is diagonalizable.

12. Given a diagonalized matrix, raise it to a given power. (You will NOT have to FIND a diagonalization.)

Linear Transformations:

1. Confirm (as in the vector space conditions) whether a given formula is a linear transformation.

2. Find the matrix representation of a given linear transformation.

3. Know, use fact that if vectors span the domain of a linear transformation, their images span the range.

4. Given images for a few specific vectors in the domain, find the image of a specific member of their span.

5. Know, understand definitions of kernel, range. Find bases for them.

Special hints: Remember ALL of the IMT; also “Explain” always means USE WORDS!

Technology: You may use ONLY the MathDetails and Dangries online applets during the exam, and the computer’s
built-in calculator (not your own).


